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Abstract: Net sampling by trawling and hydroacoustics was used to methodologically compare size
spectra (SS) of the pelagic fish community in a deep lake across 12 years of sampling. Hydroacoustic
SS were generated based on either single-echo detections (SEDs) or tracked-echo groups (TEGs) from
20 cross-lake transects. Trawl SS were obtained by a midwater trawl in four pelagic depth layers.
All SS were derived from maximum likelihood estimations of exponent b of a continuous fish body
mass distribution. The arithmetic mean exponent b was similar for all methods, and there were
no significant differences of b among the three methods across years. However, visual inspection
indicated that the SS differed considerably between trawling and hydroacoustics in some of the
years, primarily when high densities of 0+ coregonid fishes were strongly spatially aggregated and
hence caught by the trawl. Accordingly, there was no correlation between SS generated by trawling
and hydroacoustics. In contrast, SS generated by SEDs and TEGs were significantly correlated,
indicating reliability and reproducibility of obtaining SS by hydroacoustics. The SS estimated by
TEGs revealed a positive trend of exponent b over the years since 2005, potentially reflecting the
recent eutrophication of Lake Stechlin, which may lead to higher fish growth rates. We conclude that
hydroacoustics may help to generate more precise SS of the pelagic fish community in our study lake
than midwater trawling. However, the truthfulness of SS estimates cannot be evaluated because of
the inherent difficulty in determining the true densities and sizes of fishes in lakes.
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1. Introduction
In aquatic ecosystems, size-based indicators are a well-established management tool
to track ecosystem status and exploitation effects [1,2]. Body size is an essential property of
organisms, linked to physiological and ecological rates and processes, such as respiration,
ingestion, reproduction [3,4], life span [5,6], and trophic interactions [7]. Furthermore, in
aquatic communities, body size dictates the functional role of an organism throughout its
lifetime due to ontogenetic shifts [8].
Community size spectra [9] have been frequently used for understanding the status
and structure of aquatic communities, as this concept represents energy flow through a community regardless of species identity. Size spectra (SS) describe the relationship between the
logarithm of size and the logarithm of abundance (or biomass), which is usually expressed
as a linear regression [9–11]. The intercept of the SS reflects the overall abundance (or
biomass) of the system, and the slope mirrors the relative abundances of small and large organisms [12] and therefore functions as an indicator of trophic structure [2,13]. Monitoring
these spectral parameters offers the potential to reveal when ecosystems are experiencing external pressures, such as intensive fishing, eutrophication, or climate change [1,14].
Fisheries are usually size-selective and may therefore lead to a significant removal of large
individuals from the system [15]. The resulting changes in size structure are imperative
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for understanding the effects on ecosystem structure. SS are a highly effective approach to
summarize and compare the size structure of aquatic communities across years and between systems [16,17] since they signify the aspect of the system under pressure, including
total biomass, specific size classes, or both [13].
Typically, aquatic net sampling methods, such as trawling and gill netting, have
been used to assess the SS of fish communities, but these methods induce high mortality
of fish and are labor- and cost-intensive [1,18]. Furthermore, net sampling is inherently
size-selective and may therefore introduce bias in SS analyses [19–21]. In contrast, relevant hardware and software for scientific hydroacoustics have evolved rapidly in recent
years [22], and hence, hydroacoustics provides a nondestructive and cost-effective alternative to estimate fish abundances [11]. In theory, hydroacoustic methods also offer a
less size-selective method than fishing to document the SS of fish communities. This
sampling method has proven useful in describing fish community SS if the majority of fish
are recorded within the acoustic beam and consequently measured as single targets [23].
However, the echo sounder system used and the methods of data processing and analysis
affect the results and differ between studies and monitoring programs. Therefore, more
studies are needed which examine the applicability of hydroacoustics for generating size
distribution of fish communities and give a baseline for a standardized method of data
analysis for measuring SS [24].
The aim of this study was to methodologically compare the SS of a night pelagic fish
community in a deep lake based on net sampling by midwater trawling and hydroacoustics
over 12 years. Hydroacoustic SS were generated based on either single-echo detections
(SEDs) or tracked-echo groups (TEGs). Trawl SS were obtained by conducting nighttime
hauls in four pelagic depth layers by a midwater trawl. The lake is dominated by coregonid
fishes, which are known to disperse by diel vertical migration from dense deep-water
aggregations during the day to a more even spatial distribution over the entire water
depth at night [25]. Therefore, coregonids are easily detectable as single echoes during
hydroacoustic surveys at night and can likewise be caught by midwater trawling. In
concordance with SS theory, we expected to find a consistent decline in abundance of
pelagic fish with increasing body size. Furthermore, considering previous studies on
the reasonably good correspondence of fish biomass estimates between net fishing and
hydroacoustic [26,27], and between echo integration and tracking [24,28], we assumed that
SS generated by all methods would also be reasonably well correlated. Finally, because
Lake Stechlin has shown signs of accelerated eutrophication in recent years [29,30], we
expected that the size distribution would become shallower, reflecting faster growth rates
of coregonids in response to higher primary production (compare [31]).
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Site and Sampling
This study was conducted in Lake Stechlin, located approximately 120 km north of
Berlin (Germany). This mesotrophic lake covers about 4.25 km2 , with mean and maximum
depths of 22.3 m and 69 m, respectively (see Figure 1a, [32]). A total of 13 fish species
inhabit the lake [33], but the pelagic fish community is dominated by two sympatric species
of ciscoes, Coregonus albula and C. fontanae (more than 95% of fish abundance [34,35]).
Furthermore, the average stock exploitation rate by the single commercial fishery is 0.08 [36],
suggesting no strong effect of annual fish removal on fish abundance differences between
years. We estimated counts and individual body wet mass (in g) of fish annually every June
between the 6th and 29th from 2006 to 2019 using pelagic midwater trawl (n = 12 years, data
for 2016 missing due to net malfunction) and hydroacoustic surveys (n = 12 years, data for
2007 missing due to malfunction of hydroacoustic equipment) simultaneously. The surveys
were conducted during complete darkness starting 1 h after sunset. Pelagic midwater trawl
surveys covering several depth layers could be conducted only in the deep central and
northern basin (from here on central basin, CB) of Lake Stechlin. The morphometry of the
lake (horizontal extension of certain depth layers per basin) is very variable (see Figure 1a),
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and hence, hauls with a minimum of 500 m towed distance in depths deeper than about
15 m could be realized only in one part of the lake. Therefore, to address potential spatial
heterogeneity in fish distribution between the basins, we calculated hydroacoustic SS from
either all transects (whole lake, WL) or only from the transects overlapping spatially with
the trawl surveys (CB; see Figure 1b).

Figure 1. Bathymetric map of Lake Stechlin (a) and diagram with transects from hydroacoustic surveys of the whole lake
(WL; black), midwater trawling (grey), and with transects from hydroacoustic surveys in the central and northern basin
(CB) that overlap with trawling transects (green) (b).

2.2. Fish Assessment—Trawling
A pelagic trawl with 28/20/10 mm mesh size, 10 mm mesh size in the cod-end, and a
total length of 14.8 m (stretched on land) was used (for more details of the net construction,
see Figure 2 in [26]). The net with an opening area of approximately 10 m2 (opening
width 3.5 m) was towed by a boat (length 7 m, width 2 m), which was driven by a 60 hp
engine over four longitudinal transects in the deepest lake basins. Trawling speed (mean
± SD) was 6.5 ± 0.6 km h−1 (1.8 ± 0.2 ms−1 ), while towed distance, as the product of
trawling speed and trawling time, ranged between 500 m and 1600 m (mean 840 m) with
an average towing time (±SD) of 7.8 min (±1.9). During each survey, a total of four hauls
were conducted at approximately 12 m ± 0.65 m, 15 m ± 1.09 m, 25 m ± 2.08 m, and 32 m
± 0.90 m (mean ± SD) depth, whereby the two deeper hauls had shorter trawling times
and slightly slower hauling speeds. Due to the limited spatial extension of water layers
with more than 35 m depth, deeper hauls could not be performed. The actual sampling
depth was recorded with a diving computer attached on the trawl’s head rope. The depth
variability during each tow never exceeded 3 m. At the end of each haul, the trawl was
quickly lifted by hydraulic winches at speeds comparable to the trawling speeds, thus
preventing escapement of fish from the net. Fish were counted and individually measured
to determine total length (TL in mm) and body mass (wet mass, wm in gram). Only
subsamples were measured and weighed when catches were too large. The number of fish
per 1000 m3 was estimated from the towed distance and the opening area of the trawl. Due
to the shorter hauled distance in the deeper layers, the overall size distribution per year
calculated as the total sum of all fish caught by the four hauls would have been biased
toward the size of fish in the upper water layers. Therefore, we employed a weighting
factor (WF) to calculate a weighted mean abundance and size distribution across the four
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depth layers. The WF was calculated as the ratio between the maximum volume fished by
one of the four hauls in this year and the volume fished in the respective depth layer as:

Maximum Volume m3 fished
WF =
Individual Volume (m3 ) fished

(1)

The fish abundance from the individual hauls was weighted with the calculated WF
in each year. Accordingly, the WF equals the abundance and size distribution per depth
layer to identical fished volumes. Some size distribution analyses require fish numbers per
size class as integers; then, the weighting factor was rounded to the nearest half integer
(see Table 1).
Table 1. Determination of rounded weighting factors (WF) for fish abundance (e.g., for 2009) from
trawling in four water depths where the calculated WF was rounded to the nearest half integer to be
used for continuous size distributions. In this example year, the maximum volume (m3 ) fished at
14 m depth was divided by the fished volume (m3 ) in the other respective layers to determine the
WF, which was then rounded to the nearest half integer.
Year

Depth (m)

Volume [m3 ]

WF

Rounded (WF)

2009
2009
2009
2009

14
20
32
40

15,167
10,500
5000
8000

1
1.44
3.03
1.89

1
1
3
2

2.3. Hydroacoustic Fish Assessment
Hydroacoustic surveys were completed as a series of transects using a SIMRAD
(Kongsberg) EY60 split-beam hydroacoustic unit (120 kHz, circular transducers, beam
width 7 × 7, pulse duration 128 ms, ping rate 3 pings s−1 ). The calibration was conducted
with standard spheres provided by the manufacturer. Surveys were performed with vertical
beaming along 20 transects (total distance about 12 km) across this tri-basin lake, with
transect length ranging from 635 m to 1332 m (see Figure 1b). Among these 20 transects,
9 were selected which overlapped with the area of the trawling surveys for the CB estimates
of hydroacoustic SS. Some transects from the north basins were missing in 2006 and 2009
due to a malfunction of the GPS. Data were stored in a computer, processed, and analyzed
using the postprocessing Sonar5 Pro software (CageEye AS, Oslo, Norway).
2.4. Hydroacoustic Data Processing
The lower target strength (TS) threshold (as a measure of fish body length in dB) was
set to −55 dB for the SED echogram corresponding to fish of an approximate total length of
4.2 cm and 0.42 g wm. Parameters for amplitude echograms were set 6 dB lower (−61 dB)
to accept targets out of the half power edge of the sound beam. Echograms were manually
cleaned of noise and nonfish echoes, while bottom detection was run automatically using
the software parameter settings. A backstep margin of 2 m was used. The upper limit of
the analyzed echogram area was set to 1 m below the surface, while the bottom line was
set as the lower limit. Tracked-echo groups (TEGs) were generated using the automatic
tracking algorithm in the software. Criteria for acceptance of SED and TEG parameters are
summarized in Table 2. The TS (dB) of the targets was converted into fish total length (cm)
and body wet mass (g) using the equation obtained for Coregonus spp. from Lake Stechlin
by [37]:
TL (cm) = 10(

( TS+70.9)
)
25.5
,

wet mass (g) = 0.00507 ×



(2)


TL (cm)3.088 .

(3)
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Table 2. Single-echo detection (SED) and tracked-echo group (TEG) parameters used in Sonar5 Pro.
Parameter

Value

Single-echo detection (SED)
Target Strength threshold
Minimum target size
Minimum echo length
Maximum echo length
Maximum gain compensation
Maximum angle standard deviation

−55 dB
−80 dB
0.5
1.6
3.0 dB
0.80

Tracked-echo group (TEG)
Minimum number of pings in track
Maximum gap between single targets
Vertical gating range

3 pings
1 ping
0.3 m

2.5. Hydroacoustic Data Analysis Methods
We compared two analytic methods of hydroacoustic data, SEDs and TEGs [38],
with respect to their suitability to reflect fish SS. SEDs represent acoustic targets based on
detection by one acoustic ping. Accordingly, this method may reject echoes from true fish or
underestimate the true fish size if the target is not optimally positioned in the acoustic beam.
In contrast, TEGs are observations of a single fish (i.e., SEDs) during subsequent echoes,
combined by the tracking module if judged to belong to one individual fish. This approach
reduces the potential bias of SEDs with respect to echo detection and size estimates [23].
However, if fish are not fully covered by the hydroacoustic beam, their TS and hence true
length and mass can be underestimated. Therefore, we used the maximum TS per fish
recorded during TEG detection to account for this potential bias.
2.6. Fish Size Distribution
To visualize the size distribution of fish based on the entire lake across all 12 sampling
years, a body weight (g) frequency distribution for each survey method was calculated.
Only fish within a size range of 6.5–17.7 cm were regularly caught by trawling. Thus, to facilitate proper correspondence in the size ranges between trawling and hydroacoustics, our
analyses included only medium-sized fish that were recorded by both methods comparably
well, whereas fish <6 cm (1 g) and >18 cm (50 g) were excluded.
2.7. Size Spectrum Fitting
We compared the SS of the pelagic fishes in the size range of 1–50 g body wet mass
among the three methods (trawl, SED, TEG) across the entire lake. To account for potential
spatial heterogeneity in fish distribution, we tested whether hydroacoustic-based SS estimations differed significantly between CB and WL. The maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) method was used, which is the recommended method for fitting continuous fish size
distributions [39]. The exponent of the individual fish size distribution (b) estimated by
MLE coarsely corresponds to the slope of linear SS, as estimated by ordinary least squares.
Maximum likelihood estimates of b require numerical maximization of the log-likelihood
function [40,41], while the xmin and xmax are the minimum and maximum observed body
mass values per method and survey year in the MLEs. The abundance SS per method
were expressed as a bounded power law (PLB) distribution that was fit across the range
of body mass values using the MLE for b. The fitted PLB model was visualized by a
red curve superimposed on the continuous size distribution for each year and method
individually (see Appendix A Figures A1–A9). The 95% confidence interval for exponent
b for each method and sampling year was calculated using the profile likelihood ratio
test [42]. The estimate of exponent b per year was tested for normal distribution for each
method among years with a Shapiro–Wilk normality test [43]. Furthermore, we assessed
whether the across-year mean estimates of b differed significantly between trawling, SEDs,
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and TEGs in the WL using a Kruskal–Wallis H test. Pairwise Spearman rank correlations
were calculated to examine whether there was correspondence of the b values per year from
the individual methods and between WL and CB. All statistical analyses and plots were
conducted with the software R [44]. Specifically, MLEs were performed by the provided R
code and package (sizeSpectra) from [39,45].
3. Results
Over the 12 years from which samples could be compared, we determined the size
of 8170 coregonids caught by trawling (222 to 1400 per year). The numbers of targets
recorded by hydroacoustics were 127,726 SEDs (1520 to 16,531 per year) and 53,922 TEGs
(1626 to 7207 per year) across the WL and 89,598 SEDs (873 to 16,516 per year) and 40,338
TEGs (1432 to 6140 per year) in the CB. In contrast to fish size distributions based on
hydroacoustic surveys, we found that trawl catches do not represent small and large fish
very well (see Figure 2). Therefore, all further stated results are based on fish between 1 g
and 50 g body weight.

Figure 2. Frequency distributions based on absolute numbers of all sampled fish within 5 g body
weight (g) size classes from hydroacoustic surveys, including single-echo detections (SEDs) (A),
tracked-echo groups (TEGs) (B), and pelagic midwater trawl catches (C) for survey years between
2006 and 2019 (excluding 2007 and 2016) in Lake Stechlin based on transects of the whole lake (WL).
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The estimates of “b” were found to correlate significantly between the WL and CB
based on SED (Spearman’s rs = 0.98, p < 0.0001) and TEGs (Spearman’s rs = 0.98, p < 0.0001;
Figure 3, Appendix B Table A1). Therefore, spatial heterogeneity in fish distribution
between the lake basins was minor, and we base all subsequent comparisons on the SS
from all 20 hydroacoustic transects.

Figure 3. Scatter plot and Spearman rank correlation between estimates of “b” from the whole lake
(WL) and central basin (CB) based on single-echo detections (SEDs) (A) and tracked-echo groups
(TEGs) (B).

The estimated arithmetic mean of exponent b (±SD) across the 12 sampling years
was lowest for SED (WL: x = −0.73 ± 0.27), followed by trawling (x = −0.56 ± 0.72), and
highest for TEGs (WL: x = −0.44 ± 0.24, see Table 3). Due to strong among-year differences,
exponent b was not significantly different among the three methods in the WL across the
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years (χ2 (2) = 4.22, p = 0.12). However, there were substantial differences in “b” estimates
between the three methods in some years, with the highest variability found for SS based
on trawl catches.
Table 3. Results for size spectra of fish with 1–50 g body weight fitted with maximum likelihood
estimation with the mean (±SD), minimum, and maximum of exponent b for each method, including trawling and hydroacoustics based on single-echo detections (SEDs) and tracked-echo groups
(TEGs) for 2006–2019 (excluding 2007 and 2016) for the whole lake (WL) and only transects from
hydroacoustic surveys that overlap with trawl catches in the central lake basin (CB).
Exponent b
Method

Mean

SD

Min

Max

Trawl
SEDWL
TEGWL
SEDCB
TEGCB

−0.56
−0.73
−0.44
−0.63
−0.45

0.72
0.27
0.24
0.28
0.25

−2.00
−1.37
−1.2
−1.25
−1.03

0.41
−0.36
−0.05
−0.16
−0.08

Linear regression showed that there was no directional change in exponent b across
survey years by trawl and SED (trawl: R2 = −0.09, F(10) = 0.03, p = 0.84; SED: R2 = 0.02,
F(10) = 1.667, p = 0.27; TEGs: R2 = 0.21, F(10) = 3.93, p = 0.07; see Figure 4), but there was a
weakly significant trend toward shallower b over years when plotting TEGs

Figure 4. Size spectrum exponents b with lower and upper bounds of the 95% confidence interval of b indicated with error
bars for trawling (A) and hydroacoustic single-echo detections (SED) (B) and tracked-echo groups (TEG) with a linear
regression line from a weakly significant trend (C) to check for a temporal change in size distributions of fish between 1 and
50 g body weight for survey years between 2006 and 2019 (excluding 2007 and 2016).

Furthermore, the estimates of “b” did not correlate between trawl catches and TEGs
(rs = 0.24, p = 0.44) or between trawl catches and SEDs (Spearman’s rs = 0.43, p = 0.17). In
contrast, the exponents from both hydroacoustic methods, SED and TEGs, were found to
correlate significantly (Spearman’s rs = 0.67, p = 0.02, see Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Scatter plot and Spearman rank correlation of exponents b between trawling and hydroacoustic tracked-echo groups (TEGs) (A), trawling and hydroacoustic single-echo detections (SEDs)
(B), and between hydroacoustic SEDs and TEGs (C).
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4. Discussion
In our study, we aimed to determine whether the estimated SS of the night pelagic fish
community in Lake Stechlin differed depending on whether net sampling by midwater
trawling or hydroacoustics based on either SEDs or TEGs was used across 12 years of
sampling. The arithmetic means exponent b did not show any significant differences in the
fish community SS if averaged across years. However, there were considerable differences
in exponent b among the three methods for some years, often coinciding with higher
densities of coregonid fish juveniles. Accordingly, the SS were not correlated between
trawling and both types of hydroacoustic data but correlated between SEDs and TEGs.
Here, it could be argued that this may be due to the fact that the TEG data stream is a
subset of the SED data stream and therefore missing statistical independence and resulting
in inflated r and p-values in the Spearman rank correlation. The SS obtained by TEGs
showed a positive trend over the sampling years, potentially reflecting faster growth of the
coregonids in response to the recent eutrophication of Lake Stechlin.
When comparing the hydroacoustic methods, the overall number of TEGs was substantially lower than the number of recorded SEDs. This can be expected because TEGs are
composed of several successive SEDs, which are considered to come from separate fish in
SED-based analyses. Exponent b of the SS calculated from SEDs was always more negative
than that obtained by TEG detection, indicating a steeper spectral slope, and therefore less
large relative to small fishes detected by SEDs. These differences in size spectral estimates
between both methods also occurred in years when the fish community was dominated by
small fish, such as in 2008, 2011, 2017, and 2019. They suggest that the size distribution of
SEDs may be biased toward weaker echoes, certainly because even larger fish are often not
ideally positioned in the acoustic beam and hence produce echoes which are weaker than
predicted by the true fish length. Using the maximum echo strength from all successive
SEDs within a track partly corrects this bias. Accordingly, the average b from TEG detection
was the highest among the three methods, indicating that the size distribution of maximum
SEDs per track includes a higher proportion of larger fish than that obtained by the two
other methods. Specifically, fish catches from trawling are known to underestimate large
fishes, which is attributed to an increased swimming speed with increasing body size
(e.g., [46]) relative to the operation speed of the trawl. Furthermore [26], demonstrated that
the mean swimming speed of the largest vendace (e.g., 2.0 m s−1 for a 20 cm fish, [47]) in
the trawl mouth is faster than the mean towing speed (1.8 m s−1 ) performed during trawl
surveys. In principle, only hydroacoustic estimates allow for an unbiased measure of fish
SS over a wide size range, while also providing insights into fish density over the entire
water column, neither of which are possible with trawling. Therefore, by considering the
biases of the other methods, the TEG approach can be considered to be the most reliable
method with respect to fish size distributions in Lake Stechlin because it avoids both the
size selectivity of net fishing with respect to larger and faster swimming fish and the size
bias of SED distributions.
In a study similar to ours [24], compared pelagic fish SS obtained by netting methods
with those obtained by hydroacoustics. They found substantial differences in the frequency
of single size classes between net catches and hydroacoustics. These authors further
compared the size distributions between echo counting and echo integration, both based
on a tracking algorithm that combined single SEDs into a track for one fish. SS from echo
counting were constantly shallower than those from echo integration, which was explained
by the effects of target co-incidence and leads to an overestimation of the size and numbers
of large and underestimation of small fish when fish co-occur in denser aggregations. In
Lake Stechlin, the difference between echo counting and echo integration might be less
prominent because coregonids strongly disperse spatially while ascending into the upper
hypolimnion during the night [25]. Therefore, fish shoals are rare at night, and the vast
majority of fish are recorded as single echoes. These two studies together suggest that
hydroacoustic methods may generate reliable SS, in particular if based on TEGs to combine
several successive echoes into one trace.
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It is not surprising that the size distributions between net catches and hydroacoustics
differed, in particular in years when the proportion of small coregonids was high. Exponent
b of the SS from trawling was lowest in the year 2017 (−2.0) when we caught an unusually
high number of 0+ coregonids in the mass range of 1–3 g just in one haul. We do not know
the reason for the strong spatial aggregation of these young fish, but it was obvious that this
aggregation was not comparably recorded by the 12 km of hydroacoustic transects from the
entire lake because the exponents b of hydroacoustic methods in 2017 were also within the
range observed in the other years. Therefore, exponent b differed most strongly between
the methods in this year, and the correlations among the methods would have been much
stronger without the 2017 data pairs. Coregonids are well known for strongly varying
year-class strengths in response to annual differences in temperature successions of the
lake [48–51]. Therefore, it is likely that monitoring the fish community by trawl net catches
as conducted in Lake Stechlin may overestimate the densities of certain size classes if these
are spatially aggregated. Due to the morphometry of the lake, trawling can be conducted
only in a limited part of the lake (mainly in the central and north basins); hence, one could
argue that this method is more prone to biases from local aggregations than hydroacoustics,
which records the fish density and size all over the lake. However, SS based on transects
from only the CB have shown that they do not differ significantly in comparison to estimates
of b from the entire lake in individual years. Therefore, hydroacoustics does not reveal any
systematic differences in fish size among basins of Lake Stechlin.
The arithmetic mean of exponent b across all methods was about −0.5. It is difficult to
compare this value with SS estimates obtained in other lakes [10,23]. First, we calculated
SS as based on fish mass, which have a systematically shallower slope or exponent than
those based on fish length [13]. Second, instead of log binning, we applied continuous
size distributions, by assuming that this approach fits the often-curvilinear size distributions [1,24,52] better than linear SS. However, exponent b of these continuous distributions
is not an exact equivalent of the slope of log-linear size distributions [39]. Third, the
pelagic fish community in Lake Stechlin is essentially composed of two sympatric coregonid species. In contrast, community SS of fish should ideally include at least both prey
and predator species and may combine prey species with differing feeding modes (e.g.,
planktivores and benthivores). Only if predator–prey interactions are directly included into
the size spectrum can theoretical assumptions about the slope of log-linear SS be applied
because these are based on bioenergetics principles [5]. For example, if severe predation by
numerous piscivorous fishes in Lake Stechlin reduced the proportion of small coregonids
in the pelagic area of Lake Stechlin, the slope (or exponent) of the size spectrum would
become shallower through the smaller number of small (prey) and the bigger number or
large (predator) fishes. However, earlier studies have shown that the density of piscivorous
predators in the pelagic area of Lake Stechlin is very low [53]. Therefore, there is no massive
predation on the coregonids.
Although no significant trend was observed, the estimates of exponent b based on
TEGs have become less negative in recent years, indicating that the size distribution of
coregonids has gradually changed. This trend was not obvious in exponent b from the
trawl catches, but we indeed recorded a bigger number of larger coregonids (>30 g) in trawl
catches in recent years and found single individuals with more than 50 g not recorded in any
of the previous years since the start of monitoring in 2005. These changes in size distribution
may reflect an enhanced growth rate of coregonids, likely caused by the recently accelerated
eutrophication of Lake Stechlin [29]. Furthermore, [29] revealed that hydroacoustically
determined fish abundances were negatively correlated with zooplankton taxa forming
the diet of the coregonids, whereas no such correlations were found for fish biomasses as
obtained by trawling. This could indicate that hydroacoustics may reflect the actual state,
including abundance, biomass, and size distribution, of the fish community better than
trawling, allowing for more reliable insights into ecological interactions. More detailed
explorations of trophic interactions and the consequences of enhanced eutrophication on
Lake Stechlin food webs are necessary, but our hydroacoustic records may be a helpful
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tool to document the effects of environmental change on the population dynamics of the
coregonids in Lake Stechlin.
5. Conclusions
In conclusion, hydroacoustic methods allow for a faster and more efficient assessment
of the pelagic fish community in the deep Lake Stechlin, compared with the monitoring by
trawl catches. In contrast to net sampling, hydroacoustics does not induce fish mortality,
and larger and shallower areas of the lake can be sampled systematically, while not underestimating large fishes as trawling does. Effects of eutrophication of Lake Stechlin in recent
years on fish growth rates were exclusively reflected by hydroacoustic methods. Reliable
SS can be obtained from hydroacoustic records (see also [24]), which may complement
SS as obtained from net fishing. These records may help to detect and interpret environmental changes occurring in this lake. However, we have to admit that the accuracy of
pelagic community size distributions can only be improved if hydroacoustics is applied.
Currently, there is no way to evaluate the truthfulness of either fishing or hydroacoustics
with respect to their estimations of fish size distribution. Ground truthing of fish densities
and size distributions in lakes is still one of the unresolved challenges in fish ecology and
management [54].
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Figure A1. Fish SS with counts and body wet mass (g) fitted using the maximum likelihood estimate of exponent b with the
95% confidence interval of b based on trawling surveys for 2006–2010.
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Figure A2. Fish SS with counts and body wet mass (g) fitted using the maximum likelihood estimate of exponent b with the
95% confidence interval of b based on trawling surveys for 2011–2014.
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Figure A3. Fish SS with counts and body wet mass (g) fitted using the maximum likelihood estimate of exponent b with the
95% confidence interval of b based on trawling surveys for 2015–2018.
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Figure A4. Fish SS with counts and body wet mass (g) fitted using the maximum likelihood estimate of exponent b with the
95% confidence interval of b based on SEDs from hydroacoustic surveys for 2006–2010.
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Figure A5. Fish SS with counts and body wet mass (g) fitted using the maximum likelihood estimate of exponent b with the
95% confidence interval of b based on SEDs from hydroacoustic surveys for 2011–2014.
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Figure A6. Fish SS with counts and body wet mass (g) fitted using the maximum likelihood estimate of exponent b with the
95% confidence interval of b based on SEDs from hydroacoustic surveys for 2015–2019.
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Figure A7. Fish SS with counts and body wet mass (g) fitted using the maximum likelihood estimate of exponent b with the
95% confidence interval of b based on track echo group (TEG) detection from hydroacoustic surveys for 2006–2010.
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Figure A8. Fish SS with counts and body wet mass (g) fitted using the maximum likelihood estimate of exponent b with the
95% confidence interval of b based on track echo group (TEG) detection from hydroacoustic surveys for 2011–2014.
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Figure A9. Fish SS with counts and body wet mass (g) fitted using the maximum likelihood estimate of exponent b with the
95% confidence interval of b based on the tracked-echo group (TEG) from hydroacoustic surveys for 2015–2019.
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Appendix B
Table A1. Exponent b from maximum likelihood estimation for each method, including hydroacoustics based on single-echo detection (SED) and tracked-echo groups (TEGs) of fish between 1–50 g
body weight for 2006–2019 (excluding 2007 and 2016) from transects of the whole lake (WL) and the
central basin (CB) only.
Year
2006
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2017
2018
2019

TEG (WL)

SED (WL)

Exponent b
TEG (CB)

SED (CB)

Trawl

−0.56
−0.61
−0.41
−0.42
−1.02
−0.58
−0.46
−0.06
−0.43
−0.24
−0.15
−0.35

−0.67
−0.77
−0.55
−0.63
−1.25
−0.72
−0.53
−0.14
−0.67
−0.77
−0.24
−0.56

−0.61
−0.69
−0.32
−0.43
−1.03
−0.59
−0.45
−0.09
−0.45
−0.29
−0.15
−0.38

−0.71
−0.88
−0.50
−0.65
−1.25
−0.72
−0.54
−0.16
−0.67
−0.73
−0.22
−0.57

−1.01
−0.40
−0.60
0.10
−0.68
−1.44
−0.76
0.42
0.04
−2.01
−0.79
0.31
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